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T
his issue’s sequence features Pete
Sampras hitting two different types of
forehand volleys (high and low). The
object of this article and sequence is
twofold. First, to illustrate the basic

similarities and fundamentals of these two vol-
leys. Second, to dispel some common myths
related to teaching the forehand volley.

There are three coaching myths I would
like to dispel. The first focuses on where the
player should split-step when serving and vol-
leying. Contrary to an often-used standard,
the player should not necessarily split-step at
the service line. In both cases, Sampras is
well behind the service line when he split-
steps. The split-step timing should be based
on when the opponent is contacting the ball,
not where the player is on the court. It is true
that the player should get in as close to the
net as possible for the first volley (within rea-
son), but in today’s game where service speeds
can reach 130 miles-per-hour, there is not
much time prior to the opponent contacting
the ball. Therefore, they often cannot get to
the service line before the need to split-step. 

The second misconception is that when
hitting a forehand volley the player should
always turn sideways and/or have the non-
dominant hand next to the hitting arm in
order to “stay sideways to the net.” Initially,
Sampras turns his shoulders and hips (with
the help of the non-dominant hand coming in
front of the body). However, notice how this
feet and body position are mostly pointed for-
ward toward the direction in which he is going
to hit, and that the non-dominant arm (left)
has moved to the opposite side of the body to
facilitate good dynamic balance. Rarely will
you see great volleyers hit a forehand volley
with both arms close together. 

The third myth is that the racquet head
should “always” stay above the wrist. Although
it is probably best to start the stroke with the
racquet head above the wrist, it is not always
possible or desirable. This point is clearly
illustrated by Sampras’ execution of the low
volley and to a lesser extent on the high volley. 

By dispelling these myths in coaching our
hope is that more focus will be placed on
teaching the true fundamentals of the game.

Nick Saviano is the Director of USA Tennis
Coaching Education.

Top Photo—High Volley
Bottom Photo—Low Volley
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• Both photos: Sampras has just landed from his split. His head is up

and his body weight is leaning forward. He is taking a wide split-
step to make an aggressive move to the ball. 

• Both photos: Sampras starts the split-step well behind the service
line. This is due to how quickly his serve gets to his opponent. You
begin the split-step as your opponent is making contact.
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• Both photos: Sampras has now recognized where the ball is and

starts initial preparation. 

• Both photos: The ball is hit directly at him so he is stepping to the
side in order to take the ball with his forehand volley.

• Bottom photo: Sampras displays early racquet preparation on this
shot, which is coming at him with a significant amount of pace.
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• Both photos: The elbow is slightly bent as he prepares to hit.

• Both photos: Sampras starts to turn his upper body and is now
aggressively moving toward the ball with his feet. 

• Top photo: Sampras is preparing to hit a high volley. Notice the rac-
quet head is well above the wrist and at eye level.

• Bottom photo: He is preparing for a low volley. The racquet head is
lower—approximately waist height.
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• Both photos: Notice the great dynamic balance! The non-dominate

arm is reaching out to the side to help maintain his balance.

• Both photos: Sampras’ head remains in perfect position, up and
pointed in the direction of the hit. 

• Top photo: Sampras’ racquet head is up high and out in front of the
body. 

• Bottom photo: He has dropped the racquet head below the wrist
along with bending at the knees in order to “get down” to the ball.

4 
• Both photos: Although he has turned his upper body slightly to the

side, his hips and legs are, for the most part, facing the net. 

• Both photos: The racquet preparation is simple: out in front of the
body with minimal backswing. 

• Both photos: Notice how aggressively he is moving to the ball. This
enables him to get into a position that requires minimum racquet
work.

• Bottom photo: Sampras is bending at the knees to get down to the
low volley.
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• Both photos: The ball is contacted out in front. The racquet head

remains in perfect position, up and pointed toward the contact
point. 

• Bottom photo: Notice the excellent dynamic balance and racquet
control on this low volley as he moves aggressively toward the shot.

7 
• Both photos: Even after contact Sampras is still controlling the rac-

quet face and his balance. The non-dominate arm is to the side.

• Bottom photo: This is a classic case of a player using his feet to
aggressively move to the ball. Look at Sampras’ forward momentum
after contact.

• Top photo: Sampras is finishing off a relatively easy high volley in
classic style.
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A Well-Balanced Approach
by E. Paul Roetert, Ph.D., Managing Director, Coaching Education and Sport Science
Mark Kovacs, Ph.D., C.S.C.S., Senior Manager, Strength and Conditioning/Sport Science
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We have addressed the terms “linear and angular momen-
tum” in previous newsletters. Both concepts are impor-
tant in the generation of force for tennis players. What

is most significant, however, is the interplay between the two. In
fact, as we take a look at the three different backhand approaches
to the net in our sequence photos, we can see a linear motion of
each player’s center of gravity combined with angular rotations of
the various body parts about this center of gravity. Keeping the
body balanced around your center of gravity allows you not only
to produce force effectively, but also to move forward efficiently
as you approach the net.

The center of gravity lies approximately in line with your
belly button when you are standing still with your arms at your
side. It is your theoretical balance point.

Although each of the three players hit very different backhand
approaches, one of the common elements is their excellent bal-
ance. Mauresmo hits a traditional slice approach, whereas
Federer hits more of an attacking topspin approach. Zheng hits a
swinging volley which is used more frequently in the modern
game, particularly by female players. The key to exhibiting per-
fect balance is a combination of great anticipation, footwork and
strength. It is interesting to note that at the point of contact the
racket and ball are between knee height and the center of gravi-
ty (for slice and topspin backhands), whereas the swinging volley
is contacted at shoulder height. This highlights the need to
understand stroke mechanics, technique, and how these differ-
ent strokes are used depending on where contact is made and the
athlete’s court position.

The most important principle with respect to balance is that
the player’s center of gravity is directly over the base of support
(area between the feet).

Most of these approaches to the net require significant rota-
tion and therefore a square or sometimes even closed stance in
preparing to hit the shot. In fact, the upper body rotation for each
of the players is greater than the hip rotation. This separation
angle provides for a “loading phase” during the preparation
which allows for greater force production. This force production
can be seen when the players “uncoil” during the forward phase
of the swing. As the players recover, we notice how well balanced
they are in preparation of the next shot.
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Top to bottom: Amelie Mauresmo, Roger Federer and Zheng Jie.
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All three players have an excellent unit turn with the racket back during their preparation phase for the tran-
sition shot. The eyes are focused on the ball and the body weight is moving forward into the court. Mauresmo and
Federer are both using the left arm to help guide the racket during the backswing.

Notice the impressive shoulder turn in all three backhands. The two single-handed backhands (Mauresmo and
Federer) are performed using a closed-stance position with the weight already transferred to the front foot. In the two-
handed swinging volley, Zheng is loading the back leg, which will allow her to then transfer her weight forward during
the contact phase of the stroke.

At this point all three athletes have completed the backswing and the transfer to the forward swing has begun.
Notice the balance and lower body stability at this point. This allows for the efficient transfer of forces to the ball. All
three players have great balance and are perfectly situated for the uncoiling of the shoulder turn as they continue the
forward swing into contact.

At the point of impact, all three players have slightly different contact points and weight transfers based on the
type of stroke and position in the court. Mauresmo is hitting an aggressive slice approach shot from 1-2 feet inside the
baseline. Her upper body weight is leaning into the stroke allowing for proper swing path through the point of contact.
Federer is hitting an aggressive topspin backhand from 3-4 feet inside the baseline. Due to his court position, he must
impart enough topspin to clear the height of the net yet drop the ball inside the opponent’s court so he makes contact
well out in front of the body at just around knee height. Zheng has just made contact with the ball 4-5 feet inside the
baseline and her contact point with the swinging backhand volley is around shoulder height. All three players have hit
three very different strokes, but all three shots are effective transition strokes for the backhand side.

This is a frame just after contact showing the follow-through for all three strokes. Notice the racket head and
swing path with respect to each athlete’s body. Mauresmo has the racket head below the wrist in front of the body with
an extended arm in the direction of were the ball is travelling. This follow-through allows for the underspin to be effec-
tively imparted onto the ball, which creates the “skidding” bounce on the opponent’s side of the court. Federer, due to
the topspin nature of the stroke, finishes the swing with the racket head above the wrist and the entire arm is above
his shoulder/head with an extended arm. Zheng has finished her follow-through with a wrap-around motion. This is
needed on the swinging volley due to the position of contact (shoulder-height) and the speed of the racket head at con-
tact, which allows for appropriate spin to be imparted on the ball.

All three athletes have completed the entire stroke and are proceeding to the net. The goal at this point of the
sequence is to regain the center of gravity and move as quickly and efficiently toward the net and allow for an appro-
priately timed split step to perform the first volley. During this period, the players (particularly the one-handers) are
changing their grip from the backhand grip, to the grip that they will use for the volley.

This photo shows the position in the court at the end of the split step and just before movement takes place to
hit the volley. Notice how all three players are inside the service line at this point. Even though they made contact with
their transition backhand at different positions in the court, all three are performing their split step at approximately
the same distance from the net.
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Let’s review each series with a specific focus on the movement patterns during the different
stages of each sequence:




